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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem . The purpose of this thesis is to
construct a paragraph-type test to detect articulatory defects
in the speech of children in the elementary grades using primary
vocabulary
.
Justification. Articulary defects are by far the most com-
-.r-i-r-n - ~rr n mvi.,. ~—i itt
t vA/VA^*'
mon speech defects in school. It is necessary to have a thor-
ough and systematic testing routine for the speech oorrectionist
to determine enors.
A number of Articulation tests are available. The most
frequently used type in public school work is the picture test
as the Detroit Articulation Test I
1
and the test in the
Bryngelson-Glaepey Speech Improvement Cards. ^ Sentence articu-
lation tests are common. The sentences usually test one sound
per sentence. Fairbanks0 has included forty sentences in two
levels - primary and adult.
1. Clara B. Stoddard. Articulation Test I (Speech Improve*
ment). Detroit Board of Education, Detroit, Michigan, 1942.
2. Bryng Bryngelson and Esther Glaspey . Speech Improvement
Card s . Scott 'oresman Company, Chicago, 1941.
3. Grant Fairbanks. Voices and Articulation Drill -aook .
Harper and Brothers, 1940, pp. xii-xvii.
X

Van Riper
1
has reading sentences. Schoolfielcf has diag-
nostic test words and sentences. West, Kennedy, and Carr
3
in-
clude sentences in their articulation test.
Van Riper^ states:
Both the spontaneous production of the various
sounds and the student’s ability to repeat them
after stimulation can be tested by having the
student read material that lias been organized to
include all the speech sounds within the word.
Ainsworth3 says that a paragraph test will provide a more
nearly normal sample of the child’s reading and speaking.
The only paragraph tests available have adult vocabulary
and interest. Van Riper6 has one paragraph in his book which
includes all of the speech sounds. "Arthur, the Young Rat" 7
,
a
phonetically -balanced reading passage, contains all of the
1. Charles Van Riper. Speech Correction Principles and
Methods . rrentice-Hall, Inc., Hew York, Second Edition, 1947,
pp. 160-163.
2. Lucile D. Schoolfield. Better Speech and Better
Reading. Expression Co., Boston, 1937, pp.2-11
3. Robert West, Lou Kennedy, and Anna Carr. The Rehabili-
tat i on of Speech . Harper and Brothers, New York, Revised
Edition
,
1947, pp. 565-567.
4. Charles Van Riper, o p. cit.. pp. 163-164
5. Stanley Ainsworth. Speech Correction Methods .
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 1948.
6. Charles Van Riper, op . cit.
, p. 159.
7. Kenneth S. Wood. "Measurement of Progress in the
Correction of Articulation Defects." Journal of Speech and
t<
I
f
:
.
3sounds in the English language. West, Kennedy, and Carr
1
in
their articulation tests have passages for preliminary sampling,
each one containing the sounds most frequently misarticulated.
These paragraphs are nonsensical in nature.
There is a need for oral reading paragraphs to pick out
articulatory errors which have a primary grade vocabulary and
high interest. Children with speech difficulty tend to be re-
tarded in reading.
Gertrude Hildreth^ in speaking of the relation between
speech defects and reading disability says:
Speech and reading are intimately related, for
reading is a form of language expression. Nor-
mally a child’s first reading experiences are
oral and even in silent reading the persistence
of inner speech suggests the connection between
reading and oral language. The child’s command
of speech largely controls his initial success
as well as his ultimate development in reading.
This study is concerned with constructing oral paragraphs
for detecting articulatory defects which (l) contain the sounds
on which articulatory errors occur, (2) are written on a suit-
able interest level for elementary age children, and (3) have
as low a reading level as is possible so that reading disabili-
ties won’t affect the results.
1. Robert West, Lou Kennedy, and Anna Carr. op. cit ..
pp. 565-566.
2. Gertrude Hildreth. " Speech Defects and Reading
Disabilities". Elementary School . February, 1946, pp. 326-32
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CHAPTER II
SUMMARY OP PREVIOUS RESEARCH
In analyzing research the following topics were considered:
(l) common articulatory errors in the speech of children in the
elementary grades, (! 2) the reading interests of children in the
elementary grades, and (3) the necessity of having a low reading
level in the articulation test paragraphs.
Common Articulatory Errors
Wendell Johnson1 states:
Defects of articulation take three main forms:
1. Omission of sounds: a speech sound may be
more or less habitually omitted, as in saying pay for
play . or shovuh for shovel .
2. Distortion of sounds: a particular speech
sound may be slighted, articulated too lightly to be
heard clearly; a sound may be over-articulated, as
in the case of a "whistling" j3j a sound may bs' inushed"
,
as in the case of an j3 that sounds much, but not quite,
like a sh .
3. Cound substitutions: as in vain for run (substi-
tution of w for r) or thithter for sister (substitu-
tion of th for sj
.
He further states:
A child with an articulatory defect may make one or
more of these types of error. He may make the errors
he does only in articulating one particular sound, or
two or more sounds may be affected. One sound may be
affected more than another. The same sound may be
1. Wendell Johnson and others. Speech Handicapped School
Children. Harper and Brothers, Hew York, 1948, p. 5.
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misarticulated more consistently when it occurs at the
beginning of a word, in the middle of a word, or at
the end. A sound that is produced correctly in one
word may be articulated incorrectly in others.
The child entering school produces all the vowel sounds
in words, according to the diction of adults in his
community. He probably cannot produce all the conso-
nants sounds. Many children who are six years old
chronologically cannot make the sounds of zh, sh, 1»
.£»
js, £» _tjb as in thin, th as in then , wh, or v. Al-
though a child may be difficult to understand, he may
be quite a normal speaker for himself at his age.
Roe and Milisen^ found in their study of articulatory de-
fects in the first six grades that on the majority of sounds,
the percentage of children making errors decreased from the
first to the sixth grades. A large proportion of children in
all grades made errors on z t dj , g, v,i*,£ , and b. The largest
number of errors were found on fricative sounds.
Roe and Milisen0 list the following sounds in order of
difficulty, according to the actual number of errors on each
s ound
:
1. Irene Poole. "Genetic Development of Articulation of
Consonant Sounds in Speech." E1emen tar.y Revi ew . Vol. XI,
June, 1934.
2. Vivian Roe and Dr. Robert Milisen. "The Effect of
Maturation Upon Defective Articulation in the Elementary Grades
Journal of Speech Disorders . Vol. VII, No. 1, March 1942, p. 41
3. Ibid ., p. 44.
*'
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Vogel in and Adams
,
in a phonetic study of
children’s speech, list the following sounds in
frequency: 1, r, t, s, d, n, m, h, k, to, z,
f t p f kl, tl. They say that^, ts, t, 1, r, f ,
are used least correctly. The sounds made with
young
order of error
n, w, g, ts,
t, s, d, n,
a arent ease
are b, f, w, p, m.
Arthur Gates^, states in The Improvement of Heading :
When a child enters school, he normally has a command
of the vowel sounds in tne langua e . These sounds may
not be accurate, but usually they are pronounced as
they have "been heard in the local community. Difficul-
ties arise, however, with the articulation of many of
the consonants. The sounds which most frequently cause
difficulty are: s, jz, sh . ch
. J[, 1, r, x, g, jbh (this)
and th(then), and wh .
3
i’allenius has constructed a table indicating the common
articulatory errors as indicated toy four Speech authorities.
Of the seventeen sounds pointed out as common articulatory
errors, nine are agreed upon unanimously; two sounds are
chosen toy three authorities, five toy at least two, and the
one left is included in a ^.utolished test."
1. Charles T. Vogelin and Sidney Adams. ”A fhonetic
Study of Children’s Speech”. Journal of Experimental Education
Vol. Ill, ho. 2, Decemtoer, 1934, p. Ill
Arthur I. Gates. The Improvement of Read in a The
Macmillan Co., hew York, 1947
Wesley A. Wallenius. The - artial Construction of a
Teacher-ndministered icture Tv ^>e Articulation Test . Un-
published thesis, Boston University School of Education,
1950, p. 11
4. Bryng, Bryngelson and Esther Glaspey. Speech in the
Classroom, Teacher’s Manual. Scott foresman & Co., New York
p. 25
'I
.
'
.
The following table indicates the sounds selected by the
speech authorities.
Authorities k g s t z d f V 1 r J hw Total
Van Riper 13
Fairbanks • • • • • 12
Ainsworth • • • • 12
Bryngelson 16
Total 3 3 2 4 4 4 4 2 4 2 2 4 4 4 4 2 2 17
Reading Interests of Children in the Elementary Grades
Eriedman and Nemzek1 in ”A Survey of Reading Interest
Studies” found the following:
Animal stories personified are the favorite theme for
primary children.
Boys from nine to thirteen are attracted to stories
with dramatic and adventurous elements. Girls prefer
to read about pleasant home and school life.
Considering the most interesting topics of third-grade
children Dowell and Garrison discovered the following:
kindness, bravery, happiness and beauty, humor, animals,
story quality, achievement, love, Bible stories, and
wisd om.
host effective in arousing interest in primary children
are: surprise, wlot, narrativeness, liveliness, conver-
sation, animalness and moralness.
1. hop le friedman and Claude jSfemzek. "A Survey of Read-
ing Interest Studies.” Education . Sept., 1936, pp. 51-56
. .
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Por Low Level Vocabulary
Speech defects have been generally accepted as being a def-
inite handicap in learning to read. However, there has been
little research either to substantiate or to disprove this as-
sumption. That some relationship exists between speech defects
and reading disabilities, authorities in both the speech field
and the reading field agree.
Irene Poole Davis
1
,
discussing speech aspects of reading
readiness, found:
The correlation between the speech ages of first and
second grade children and their reading ages (as
measured by the Gates’ scale) is small but significant.
Other things being equal a child with mature articula-
tion may be expected to read more sv/iftly, with greater
ease, and with more exact comprehension than his class-
mates who use "baby talk" . This relationship is even
more significant for second grade children than for
first grade. Evidently, maturity of speech is at
least a contributing factor in reading readiness.
A study was made of 983 senior second-grade pupils in the
public schools of Birmingham, Alabama by Margery Anne Moss'" to
determine the influence of speech defects on reading achievement*
To quote Moss' summary of her study:
A group of 36 matched pairs, one child having a speech
defect and one having normal speech, was the subject
of the study. The median I.$. for the control group
v/as 91 and that for the experimental group was 92.8,
1. Irene Poole Davis. "The Speech Aspects of Reading
Readiness". The National Elementary Principal . Vol. XVIII, 1937
p. 282.
2. Margery Anne Moss. "The Effect of Speech Defects on
Second Grade Reading Achievement". The Quarterly Journal of
. Vol. XXIV, December, 1938, pp. 652.
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giving a difference of 1.8 in favor of the experimental
group. The medium C.A. for both groups was 7.8.
The Gray Standardized Oral Reading Check Test, Set I,
Numbers 1 and 2, was given to both groups. This test
provides for scoring on both rate and errors.
A comparison of the scores of both groups showed a
difference of 8.71 in the reading rates, in favor of
the control group. The medium reading rate of the
control group for a given page was 27 seconds, while
that of the experimental group was 35.71 seconds. In
reading errors, the control group made 2.2 errors to a .
given page, and the experimental group made 4 errors,
making a difference of 1.8 in favor of the control
group.
From this data it is evident that speech deficiency
is a handicap in oral reading.
In reading errors, the speech defective group, in
spite of their higher intelligence, made 1,8 more
errors to a given page than did the pupils with
normal speech. Since the I.^.’s, C.A.’s and years in
school were comparable for both groups, and in view
of the lower scores on both parts of the test, one is
inclined to feel that speech defects do influence
,
adversely, a pupil’s reading achievement.
Moss’
1
conclusion is:
It is evident from this study that speech defects are a
definite handicap in oral reading in the second grade, both in
reading and in the number of errors made.
Gibbons^, reporting on a study of twenty unselected speech
cases compared to a control group differing primarily with re-
spect to speech, found the following results ( by means of the
complete Monroe Diagnostic reading examination)
:
1. Ibid
.
p. 654.
2. Helen Gibbons. "The Relation of Reading Ability to
Speech Articulation", Proceedings American Speech Correction
Society . IV, 1934.
t.
,
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A total of 13.8 grades retardation in reading below
arithmetic for the group, and an average of 0.8 for
each child. Thus reading was seen to be more diffi-
cult than arithmetic for the speech group as a whole.
The majority of the children in this group were in the
first and second grades so that the degree of retarda-
tion possible was limited and a difference of 0.8 grade
mentioned is equal to only 60 per cent of the progress
made in arithmetic.
The reading indices for this speech group show that
only one case out of twenty rated as a superior reader;
four cases v^ere low average or borderline readers;
while the rest of the group presented reading problems
sufficiently severe to require remedial work. This
probably is too high a percentage for the average speech
group; however, the significance or reliability of the
difference in reading was determined by comparing the
reading of this experimental group with a control group.
Emmet Albert Betts\ in discussing speech and reading says:
Since speech and reading are facets of language, speech
patterns contribute to or impede the development of
reading ability. When the child mispronounces words, he
is piling up learnings that interfere with rather than
facilitate his learning to read. When a pupil slurs
over his words and runs them together, he is likely to
have difficulty in making visual discriminations during
reading. If oral expression doesn’t exceed words, phrases,
and fragmentary sentences, then the child is hardly pre-
pared for reading whole sentences and paragraphs. It
will be seen, then, that speech and reading are interre-
lated phases of language development.
pDolch
,
speaking of speech defects and reading, concludes:
Speech defects seem to hinder learning to read in two
different way 3. first, during the sight vocabulary
period of the beginning grades there is often emotional
1. Emmett Albert Be tts. foundations of Reading Instruction
with Emphasis on Differentiated Guidance . American Book Co.,
New York, 1946, p. 317.
2. Edward William Dolch. A Manual for Remedial Read in-:; .
The Garrard Press, Champaign, Illinois, 1945, p. 71.

disturbance because the child finds himself different
from other children, and a.3 a result there is inatten-
tion which prevents learning. Then, if a child does
develop sight vocabulary, his speech defect may prevent
him from making any progress in sounding. Ordinary
children naturally develop an awareness that the sounds
of words and of the letters in the words are definitely
related. The child with a speech defect may say things
so di ferently and think of the sounds of the words so
differently that he does not build up this background,
for formal instruction in phonics. Thus, both in the
early and in the later stages of reading speech defects
are a hindrance.
Arthur Gates 1 believes that speech defects and various
forms of difficulties in articulation due to immature speech de-
velopment may have unfavorable effects upon learning to read.
Se states:
A child who has difficulty in speech or makes frequent
mispronounciations may become embarrassed in oral read-
ing and in talking during reading activities. This
embarrassment may make him reluctant to engage in the
activity, emotionally tense when he does so, and in some
cases fearful of being called upon. In these instances
general emotional distress is responsible for the diffi-
culty in learning to read.
Another reading authority, Marion Monroe2 writes:
Learning to read involves speech and language as well as
vision and visual perception. The child must be able to
understand and use the speech symbols which are to be
associated with the printed symbols. The factors which
affect speech may therefore affect reading. Speech is
influenced by age, intelligence, environment, and a
number of specific constitutional factors, such as
ability to discriminate the sounds of words, and to rake
1. Arthur I. Gates, op. cit .. p. 98.
2. Marion Monroe. Children Who Cannot Rpad . University of
Chicago Pres 3
,
Chicago, 1938,Pp. 91-02

12
the necessary motor co-ordination of lips, tongue,
palate, larynx, breathing apparatus, etc., which are
involved in smooth accurate articulation.
Monroe found speech defects, such as stuttering, lisping,
infantile speech and mispronunciations, in 27 per cent of the
reading disability cases referred for study.
It would seem from the studies and research done that it
was necessary to have as low reading level as possible for a
series of speech test paragraphs.
1
:'
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
In order to construct the test, the following procedure
was used: (l) the selection of consonant sounds for the gen-
eral paragraphs and for the specific paragraphs; (2) the selec-
tion of a primary vocabulary list to use in constructing the
paragraphs; (3) the drawing of pictures to illustrate each
paragraph
.
After the test was constructed, the general paragraphs
were used with 246 children in the Gleason School in West Med-
ford, Massachusetts • Later, the specific paragraphs were used
with children who indicated articulation difficulties in the
general paragraphs. Grades two through sixth were tested with
these paragraphs.
The Selection of Sounds to he Tested
V/allenius1
,
in his construction of an articulation test
for kindergarten and first grade, found that the speech author-
ities agreed unanimously on nine common articulatory errors,
but then selected a variety of sounds, sometimes as many as
seventeen, for inclusion in their lists. He set up a table to
aid in the selection of three more consonant sounds, using the
1. Wesley A. V/allenius. op. cit .
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consonant sound lists of Pooie~, .Fairbanks-, Wood,"J Roe and
4 c
Milisen, and Adams. 0 The consonant sounds Wallenius selected
for his articulation test were s, z,c^cfc r, 1, d^, t, , , hw, j,
and r .
The consonant sounds which seemed necessary for the para-
graphs were r, 1, s, z, sh, zh, ch, j. th(voiced), th( voiceless)
and wh.
i’our general paragraphs containing all ten of the consonant
sounds to be tested were written. In each paragraph, an attempt
was made to have all consonant sounds being tested occur at
least twice in initial, medial and final position. The subject
matter was made as interesting as possible and the four para-
graphs were on varied topics.
The specific paragraphs were designed for re -testing of
specific sounds after the general paragraphs had indicated an
articulation difficulty. These consisted of three paragraphs
with s, z, sh, zh, ch., and j sounds, three paragraphs with
1. Irene Poole* op. cit..
2. Grant itairbanks. op. cit .. Chapter 4.
3. Kenneth S. Wood. o p. cit ., pp. 171-174.
4. Vivian Roe and Dr. Robert Milisen. op. cit .. p. 44.
5. Charles F, Vogelin and Sidney Adams, op. cit ..
pp. 11-113.
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th (voiced), th (voiceless), wh sounds, and three paragraphs
with r and 1 sounds. In these paragraphs it was attempted to
have frequent repetitions of sounds being tested in initial,
medial, and final positions.
Both sets of testing paragraphs were prin ted in manuscript
and reproduced in quantity by EexograiJh.
Selection of Vocabulary List
Eor a controlled vocabulary to use in constructing the
paragraphs, it was necessary to have a primary grade vocabulary
list. The list recommended by Helen Blair Sullivan, one of the
reading authorities, was ”A Heading Vocabulary for the -rimary
Grades”, by Arthur Gates. ^ All the words used in the .para-
graphs, with the exception of some proper nouns common to basal
readers, were included in the Tirst 500 Words of the list.
The Illustrations
Each paragraph was illustrated by an artist after she had
read the paragraph. The illustrations were drawn on Master
Rexograph sheets to permit reproduction in quantity. These
were reproduced and water-colored. Each paragraph and its
illustration were stapled in a manila folder so that they
faced each other.
1. Arthur I. Gates. A Heading: Vocabulary for the Primary
Grades
.
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College / Columbia
University, Hew York City, 1935.
,.
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Tne Screen in; Test
A team of three people - the classroom teacher, and tv/o
speech clinicians tested in each classroom* The testing was
done at the oack of the nias groom around a table. Kacii team
had test holders numbered 1 , h , h , and 4 with a paragraph and
illustration in each. the members of the team had a data sheet
with tne pupils' names listed and the followin' errors to check:
Voice, Articulation and Stuttering* The children came to the
back of the room individually ; one member of the team talked a
little with the child, then had the child read a paragraph.
As the child read the * aragraph each checker marked his
sheet under the appropriate headings using the following key:
\/9 no difficulty; 1, mild difficulty; severe difficulty* A
mild difficulty was defined as a speech difficulty which could
probably be improved by the classroom teacher in a speech im-
provement program* A severe difficulty was a speech difficulty
which required furtner diagnosis and . robable clinical attention*
The four test passages were rotated, progressing from Passage 1
to Passage 4, and the number of the passage used with each child
was recorded on the data 3heet. Later the data sheets of the
class were combined and if two out of three checkers agreed, the
difficulty was counted.
The screening paragraphs were used with 246 children of
five grades in 10 clasarooms.

The ReTest
The retest, using the specific paragraphs, was made on
thirty children, who had articulatory defects in the screening
test.
The test was administered by an experienced speech clini-
cian in a quiet office. The clinician had nine test folders,
three r-1 paragraphs, three s, z, sh, zh, ch, and j paragraphs,
and three th(voiced), th(voiceless)
,
and wh paragraphs. She had
a data sheet for each child, with the consonants being tested
and space for comments. The children were sent from the class-
rooms, two at a time. The clinician chatted a little with each
child, then had the child read a paragraph testing each set of
consonants. As the child read, the clinician recorded a speci-
fic description of the errors. The paragraphs were rotated so
that all nine paragraphs were used in turn.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
General Observations
The testing was observed to note interest in the subject
matter, and the relative ease with which the paragraphs were
read.
The subject matter and the illustrations seemed to be of
general interest in all the grades. However, the fifth and
sixth graders, in particular, expressed enthusiasm. This may
be because this older group v/as more confident in the reading
and testing situation. The lower grades were slower in read-
ing the paragraphs and because of the time element involved did
not always finish each paragraph. Therefore, they did not have
the opportunity to get the story idea in the paragraphs. The
lower grade children were more self-conscious in the audience
situation of oral reading than the older group. They tended to
hesitate frequently because they were reading at sight.
Results of the Survey
The total number of children tested in grades two through
six was two hundred and forty -six. Out of this number 57, or
23 per cent, were marked having mild speech difficulties, 27, or
10.9 per cent as having severe speech handicaps, making a total
:
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of 84 or 53.9 per cent recorded as having some type of speech
defect.
Table I indicates the results:
TABLE I \
Humber and Nature of Speeoh Difficulties
Voice
Articu-
lation
Voice
and
Articu-
lation
Voice
and
Stutter
ing
Articu-
lation
- and
Stutter
ing
Voice
Stutter- Articu
ing lation
- Stutter
ing
09
Total
Mild 24 33 0 0 0 0 0 57
Severe 4 5 16 0 0 0 2 27
Total 28 38 16 0 0 0 2 84
A speech survey was conducted in Holyoke, Massachusetts by
Hills and Streit1 in 1942. In the school year 1940-41, 1196
children in the first three grades and 3489 children in grades
above the first three grades were tested. The results show that
33-4# of 1196 children within the first three grades had speech
difficulty and 2.1# of 3489 children above the first three
grades were speech defective. This is a total of 10.1# of
speech handicaps in the total number of 4685 children.
1. Alice W. Mills and Helen Streit. "Report of a Speech
Survey", Holyoke, Maas. The Journal of Speech Disorders .
Vol. VII, Ho. 2, pp. 161-169.
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Tiie report of the hite House Coni’erenoe (1931) on Special
Education1 in which questionnaires were issued to cities with
populations of over 10,0)0 showed incidence ox* speech defectives
to range from 1.0 to 21.4 per cent with an average from the
total of 5 per cent.
Irwin’s^ article on programs in speech and hearing showed
that in 1957 6# of the children in Ohio were iumdieapped in
speech. In 1945, of th© 1200 children tested, 114, or 9.5 j, had
speech defects. In 1946, in Cleveland, approximately 6,000
children were included in the individual diagnostic survey and
10# were defective in speech.
Other data is taken from |»X« o’Heill0
,
who says, ,! Otudiea
of elementary and secondary school children have resulted in
percentages varying from 2*8 per cent ( Tallin: Gt. Louis,
iseouri, 1916) to 22.5# (Boyton: fuyallup, Washington, 1938).
In the re-test the number of consonant errors occurred in
£
the following order: s, th(voiceless)
, 1, r, ah, ch, j,
th(voiced), s, and wh«
! ,£*‘W.jj£a.U& j Jjd ..rotee.tl.uri
pedal Education. The undi.ca.sd and thc^ :i fled . "Be feeOre
dpeeon,'1 The Century Co., Hew York, 1931, pi . 349-381.
2. ii.B. Irwin. "Ohio Looks Ahead in Jpeeeh and Hearing
Therapy ,“ J
->m.-nal af -haeech and i:earinr; UBordera. Vol. 13,
larch, 1946, ±<p. 56-60.
3. James Hilton u * Neill. dundatlons of dpeech . Wcw York,
i rentioe-ilall, 1941, p. 439.
«•
•
. I 1
Table II shows the number of errors according to specific
consonant sounds:
#
TABLE II
Bomber of Errors According to Specific Sounds
16
th(voiceless) . . 5
1 3
2
sh 2
ch 2
j 1
th(voiced) 1
2 . 0
wh 0
> - m 'j y
2^
The errors found in the retest seen to agree with the con-
sonant errors listed by the speech authorities as bein
:
common.
1Van Riper” lists the following as common errors. He states:
"Generally speaking, the most frequently mispronounced conso-
nants are e and a, the two th sounds, ©and the various r
sounds and the 1 sounds. Errors in j, , and ch, +5" : 3h^ :
f and v are also common."
p
Jairbanke says: "Then ten individual sounds most frequent
iy defective in speech, in both adults and children, are s, s,
^ ^
* © • (i * ilw * and # ^or cil*ldre3Q,s speech, 1
and r should be added to the list."
Out of the total number of 84 speech difficulties found,
38 were articulation problems, making 43 per cent of all diffi-
culties articulation problems. This figure agreed with Camp-
3
bell”'', who found in a survey that "articulatory disorders occur
much more frequently than any other type of speech disorder;
5Q;i> of the speech difficulties are found in this group."
It would appear that the general and specific paragraphs
written to find articulation difficulties in the speech of
elementary school children are adequate for testing. The re-
sults of this survey are similar to previous surveys, indica-
ting the test is valid.
1. Charles Van Riper, op. cit.
. p. 141.
2. Grant Fairbanks. 65. cit .. p. 54.
3
. Marion Cappbell and Others. A ourve.v of Cervices for
the Speech and nearin’: Handicapped in New England . B.U., 1950.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS .
The purpose of this thesis was to construct a paragraph-
type test to detect articulatory defects in the speech of chil-
dren in the elementary grades using primary vocabulary. -’’our
general screening paragraphs using the common consonant sounds
and nine specific re-test paragraphs were constructed. An illus
tration was made for each paragraph. The test was administered
to 246 children in grades two through six. The results indicate
that the test isolates the consonant errors found by the speech
authorities to be the common errors. In the testing 23 per cent
were marked as having mild speech difficulties and 10.9 per cent
as having severe speech handicaps. These figures agree with the
data of other speech surveys. Thus, the conclusion can be drawn
that the paragraph -type test constructed for detecting articula-
tory defects is usable and adequate for testing.
Limitations
1. The consonant sounds in the test paragraphs are not
perfectly balanced in initial, medial, and final positions.
2. The paragraphs are of too great length for a large
u
group testing situation.
>'
, i
.
.
.
.
•
.
'
.
,
1
.
«
3. Scoring is necessarily based on subjective observation.
4. There is no attempt made at standardization.
Suggestions for further Research
1. The test paragraphs could be revised so that the conso-
nant sounds are included to a greater extent in initial, medial,
and final positions.
2. A series of test paragraphs on an intermediate grade
level could be written.
3. The illustrations might be utilized to stimulate conver-
sation prior to use of paragraphs.
4. There is the possibility of standardizing the test.
,.
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APPEUDLX

THE KEY TO THE INTERNATIONAL, r iONE TIC ALPHABET
C'^ iso r at Chart
Plosives Nasals
(Unvoiced) (Voiced) (Voiced)
p 2an b boy m man
t top d. dog n &up
k kick g £irl *? sin.
Fries, ti ves a -/ ' ] — vo L
(Unvoiced) (Voiced) (Vole d)
h home w will
f face v vase 3 2.es
© tM nk them 1 log
hw where r run
5 she
^
ple.-s.ure
tf dz John
s see z zoo

DATA SHEET
FOB
GENERAL ?. RAGRA HE

BOSTON UNIVERSITY SPEECH CLINIC
SPEECH SURVEY
School Date
<
Grade Teacher
Name Voice Articulation Stuttering

GENERAL PARAGRAPH
NUMBER ONE
Testing
g, r, k, th(voiced) th(voiceless)
z, sh, ch, s
<

*Vn,
V
n\JQ
4
fb vAO.
OucW Cm cl D\ck \Nb \ T<-
P* '—r ;- l \
' O '< v v'\ , 1 na v bQ V0 vy\qn y oeTs b uT
best pet Or oi
their Die
or V'hS bead.
^
vVdev> Oudi\| ca Us, "Come
ibma Cowies up t-o V
or
i >11
noirse W t rV
Kiacj K l 'Aa
1 .
a black
Q
The
\ s
Y\ AG
Pi
P M
«\ i no Come
i
>e a.
lease
A
.
/•
-»juAQ
Q!
• jne
* *
ask tor luhot as 6u
K\s Viead
n i m
3
b OtO S
sw
UJ Gltt'
Three
CjO q a s.
umajors
Whe a Oick
Qvues
sa \|’s .
"
0 c •«
l A A
1
•
Tiyvtes.
Some S ug ar then.
sre, pleas®. SriOU)
f® t v-ny watch; A
n
c Cubs As nose On
Gen "Dick qsoes A— «
1 • -r\|V
U P
p
the,
''fag an
P,ck's watch,
apple.
0> «» uu
j
tae children's 4 cither wqs
i
'£ 0oUS® readme his paper. All
°' ! ° ,ACt h« heard a;
j
noise, 'Me
1
looked
aua there wos Kmc at tA unndcu).
t\s head three dimes and
Go to dhe barn A, lA/ht©
t/-. dhe
Mr.q Douse c
}
t \
Starred to
-a „ 4-Oi O » up QacI
Kiv-a, l here
+V\e v
O i
\ |
i
bav v\VGA To
DT if 6
P-
1
at Ter
:?tev
was a
put Ou4"Vj ^
UA
rhe
V\e
ire
\
had
he ecu
all
I A
I I
the apples and
hold-
C f » r
V- . O' *• .
..
j
• \ 'i
vj
V'\ C\ v/
,
o 1
Vs i A C
ii',C

•Jeneral Paragraph #1
Initial Medial Pinal Total of
Times Used
r ran (l)
reading(l)
Ring (12)
1 live (1)
looked (1)
s says (2)
some (l)
always (l)
black ( 1
)
hold (1)
please (2)
best (l)
z
sh she ( 2
)
sugar (2)
show ( 1
ch children (l)
Judy (2)
14
all (3)
apple (2) 12
Pick’s (1)
horse (l)
house (l) 10
nose (l)
once (2)
alway s ( 1
)
apples (i)
bows ( 1
calls ( 1)
children’s (l)
c ome s ( 1
gives (2) 22
his (5)
is (2)
noise (l)
please (l)
says (1)
times (l)
was (3)
5
watch (2) 3
j 2
1'
General Paragraph #1 (cont.)
Initial Medial Pinal Total of
Times Used
th(voiced)
that (1) father (l)
the ( 5
)
their 1 1)
then (2)
they ( 2
th(voiceless)
three
wh what (1)
when (2)
white (2)
k calls (l)
c one { 3
)
g gives (2)
go (l)
got (l)
This chart shows the words
each sound was repeated.
with (1)
13
1
5
Ring (12)
reading ( 1) 13
ask (l)
Dick (3) 8
Mg (1)
5
used and the number of times
‘.
f )
' fJx< { 1
*
i <
.
.
GENERAL PARAGRAPH
NUMBER TWO
Testing
g, r, 1, th (voiced), th( voiceless)
j, z, sh, Ch, s
.


40
r i s V'i \ '('• o
U QCK OX'.CkI Dick liked to Qo tisVnmq.
W\ w YY\OV kd V'\Q
o
\ vJTO\V\d sj Ox
\
10O v/ S W <2. V \
V
J
~V\e SC\v f\ e o l Qc 0
Qvxe day' Jack come -Vo Dick's house.
He said," Lets qo TsVuino
" It's too I ode, "Q^swev'ed CAck W
Wovkt Qet Qnv/tVymq
// /“N O * l O
c?
(f
Lc&vk'Q: on, ;p's cose -Vvsj it, anyway-
«LAH ^iqW, but we wov.t • qet o>JTwq
mow, Said" Oick \i
So tkey went 'To ibe place tubene
V<sV\ed.
lbcv/ sot and set Qv <d sat
always
Y
<jndAt qet- any f'sk
D>cte' looked at Vws watch.
\ Vie v
f
Lets
\qo home
"Oh no.
be scud to Jacks
let's tvy Q \ i Ht G. lonGCr .
Oick
So the y staved.
i I
,( -p* i 5
C V \ Q: Ci . Jw 0 Q: Q icv »ed. ’ " IW qot a txsk 1 " !We
A LI at once
ia
«^r
Jack act a TskT Before +key wen
Pome ' both the boys bad Si* bi0
X* vSh.
.
^
After tkat wV'.er Jack wanted to
f\sW\C, D ick went Witb kimGO

41
3
r
1
same
sat
sit
so
1
3
X)
2)
wh when (l
where (
1
ng
k came (l)
crfldtll
General Paragraph #2
Initial Medial Pinal Total of
Times Used
go (4)
get 3)
got (2)
longer (1) big (1)
11
right(l) try (2) 3
late (l)
lets 12)
liked(l)
little (l)
looked (l)
alway s
place
please
(2)
(2)
1)
all (
little {
;s)
|i)
14
said (3) answered (l) Pick’s {;x)
house
its
let’s
once
place
staged
1)
f
l)
,3)
1)
(1)
(1)
always fl)
boys (l
his a
liked (1)
anything (l)
fishing (1)
morning (l)
( 2 )
20
sh fishing 1
fished {lit
fish (4)
8
ch watch 1
j Jack (5) 5
th(voiced)
that (1)
the (4)
then jl)
th«y (6)
with U)
13
th(voiceless) any thing (2) both (2) 4
3
16

GENERAL PARAGRAPH
NUMBER THREE
Testing
g, v, 1, th(voiced), th(voiceless)
j j z, sh, ch, s



'V.
,
Q\rOWv\l<2 l. OUnTS
"Molkev/ called Jqv,<?. "J
you would w ai'c'n. Ideawale 1-as
1~V' i k Cj To sViow you.
WiSln
Sqv>^ -•
v»
her /v, c ke r 1 coke cl up 4 u om
her CAOir \ UA'i<2 \a J Crne and Grow rue
Curas iwto ~me room, Growna *<? made:
Vws Toil. Cxa back Gvcd. Tarih k)Q<U
and n M " 1 1Tor 4k
. H a looked up cG Ja-^e
1 *
~‘~G SQ'j
,
_L qy\\ veady •
•Jqias pu4 up her kcrcd wGk
~ . } i
*Suaar m it.
" fLoant o ia£ - 4u» o - 4k y 2£* — ’ ^ •' V V X vt-
Ov^cl
_L uuU iot you ha i/O: 4U \ s
» M
-Afouv
" O M
lJ O ui ' UJ OvaJ UJ Old W QW Q 'A S Uj <2\TA Cl
u5 rc uj v'\ \ 0 *
" Good doq Scud cJavue. You
W d l S DO A b>Q YQ GCi s| 4o Qo 4-\ o
ScV\oo\ uMero X qo
cVYcYqa \a/i!( kk
nJ
Q
flue
AW +ke c-VYer
do wakek
44
S i>UQOA

General Paragra h 3
Initial ledial i'inal Total
Times
8 go (2)
good(l)
dog (1)
4
r ready (l)
room ( 1
)
Brownie
from 18 7
1 let (1)
like 1)
looked (2)
called CD all (1)
sehoolU)
tail ;i)
will (3)
11
8 said (1)
school (l)
something il
)
soon (1)
answered (l) this (1)
6
Z as (1)
has ( 1
}
his (1) 3
ah show (1)
sugar! l)
ish (1)
3
ch chair (1)
children! 1)
watch! 1)
3
J Jane (4) 4
th(voiced)
the (3)
thle(l)
mother
other
(2)
U)
with !l)
6
th(Yoicelese)
three (1) something!!) forth (2) 4
7ih when Jl)
where! 1) 2
ng some tiling! 1) 1
k called (1)
came (
1
count !l)
school (1) back (2)
6

GENERAL PARAGRAPfi
NUMBER FOUR
Testing
g, r, 1, th( voiced), th( voiceless)
3, z, sh, ch, s


iZJS
Wi 5 V\A Birthday
ge
YV\ V
ft A, ! /l
AS,
I
"Please, father _L wish you would
d~ o little black and white horse for
birthday/ SCud dim one mar rung.
the other chuldrer trace o, horse.
i>
\AJO LA l Cd look after hr.
H‘.s tether saio
,
A hovse would
dove to haue o barn m winter, We
\ust Caa vrot keep a horse \n v-vith
me sheep or with fUe chickens."
she-answered,
" Jane Scud
horse it sloe Could
b vg
U irv>
would. keep a n /
'ode it sometimes She has a
red/ bam
Maybe Grand father- G<nd
wtokher Will be Ip US Ov\<d
^
then you
Will net wkot you want tor
birthday, ’’ said hi
r
Toithetar
youv~
you r\Q\je r

General Paragraph #4
Initial Medial J'inal Total of
Times Used
g get (2) hig (1) 3
r red (l) birthday (2)
ride ( 1
)
morning ( 1
)
5
1 little (1) black (l) all a)
look ( 1
)
help (1) little u)
please(l) tell (i)
will (2) 10
s said ( 4
)
answered (l) horse ( 5)
sometimes ( 1 just (1) us ( X) 13
z
sh sheep (l)
shell (l)
chickens (l)
has ( 2
)
hie (2^
please (l)
sometimes (ij
wish (l)
7
3
ch chickens (1)
children (1) 2
j Jane (l)
Jim l 2)
just (l)
th (voiced)
the
then
th(voiceless)
wh what (i)
white ii)
ng
k can 1)
could 1)
keep (2)
9
2
2
morning (1) 1
black (1)
3) father (l) with (2)
1) Grand father (1)
other (l)
birthday (2)
5

50
DATA SHEET
FOR
SP ECI FI C PARAGRAP HS

B oston U niversity
School of Education - Speech Clinic
VOICE AND ARTICULATION TEST CHART
NAME TESTER DATE
VOICE ARTICULATION
PITCH COrJSQNj JJT o
Too high
Too low
Inflexible
Too flexible
Foreign intonation
VOLUME
Too loud
Too soft
DURATION
Fast rate
Slow rote
Staccato rate
QUALITY
( r ) - r
( 1 ) - 1
( s ) - s
(' ) - sh
(
-J
) - zh
(-fj) - ch
.
Wj) - j _
{Q) - th
(£) - tfe
_
SOUND GROUPS
Breatny
-as
, y
Hoarse
Strident (Metallic)
Muffled
Harsh
Nasal
Denasal
Plosives
.Nasals
Semi-vowels
fricatives
KEY TO VOICE ;
X = DIFFICULTY
Vowels
KEY TO nhTICULRTIPN :
(Use small letters
or phonetic sym-
bols to denote
specific substitu-
tions.)
D - DISTORTION
0 = OMI a ION
S - SUBSTITUTION
T = SLIGHTING
jusaon .unnorsi ty
ichool of Education
Library
11
.i
r
'i
A
SPECIFIC PARAGRAPH
NUMBER ONE
Testing
r and I



Jl+ bad been wwwq all vy\ovm*Q All
bne cbuldret-i ujeve prounnCj ver\j resV\ess.
I Would liWe Vo play ball." one scud •
Lsts play dolls''
X wan* i"o Color' Sard one uery little 0irl
Ob cl® or !Vr\j 4-be oldesT Q\vi
y
said X
KnouJ •
place
tonou)
-JL cQA
VIA
“Vo a
woaV
vj
one ot you
Our house and you
udnere you are
k
Try \l," answered OvcW
Mary Told h To sTand uohere
ha was. 5 Then she puT a yeiloui Vve
around htS eyes. M *ter Thai she Turned
h iw\ o r ou v\d Hu e e f vm© s aa cl pull © cl
him aTTev her. The^ ujgoaV \n and ouT
a 1 1 The rooms \r\ The house Tur ru n q
Ground
.
and Ground \»We Thin q.
ihen TVu^y shopped.
<f
^
"Where are you DicW Mary Called
X n The humq noorr answered. D»X
SuT he wosbf q~V all, Vie was vn
Ane [i<zr\j room wVvere 4'bsy Wd sbarls-d
i-lau! Oick and all ai -Vine Children
Queued Qnd lauqlned

opecific Paragraph #1
Initial Medial J-^inal Total of
Times Used
raining (1) around (4)
restless (1) children 2
room 2 everything 1)
rooms (1) growing (!) 18
Mary (2)
three 1
try 1)
very (1)
laughed (2) called D all (5)
le t * s (1) color 1) ball 1)
like (2) oldest (1) dolls (1)
little (1) place (l) girl U)
living (1) play- (2) little (l)
pulled l)
yellow (l)
V

SPECIFIC PARAGRAPH
NUMBER TWO
Testing
r and 1



V\ .O\0.V\2
'Look of 4W likHe red G'rp'ane ^
Said Jone
"
Lers kake o r\’cle.
I be
r
<2 is a \d r o uj \a a
i
rp i an<2 . k o
o
/
ker 'brekker Qobhy sa\cl Leks- A-
1 y
irv khak one
"
All iriQh^" kkeir kakker scud. "Ui'e U^ia
f id& ' n a v\ Chr pi g
,
but VA^e c
a
v\
LA CU^\j Color
W!> Can rude V vo
fly
Sts see wKicL one
The onU airplane kkek ujgs ready
i * 1 1
1
i
,
was ioncp v <2 Uouj airplane- wham
tL <2
y
Kad Me -T+ -Vh Q, Gro urvd, J_Q (A©
\ ooked datum " Ok." sloe" so,\ci
.
" ihe
houses and barns look so |i4fie
Janes vedher said, " 1 !\ke To see
tr'e roads. They Gre so Iona and Go
around and around. ^ VJ
'
Ml ok once kke plane ujenk
irko a roll
X Ike kkus." sa\d t?cbby
Fakber sa\<d " Lek us qo da ton. Xkill' v/\s \uv\cv\ +\VY>e,
All vuqhk
Pv Aj
V/JQS TU
Soud khe cVvddk g v
i „
Xkak
un.

Specific Paragraph #2
Initial Medial tfinal
ready (1) around 1[D
red (1 brother ( 1)
ride (3) brown 1 1)
right 1) children 1
l
1 )
roads U) ground 1 1)
roll (1)
left (1) airplane (5) all 3)
let i fly 1 2) little (2)
let * s (3) plane 1 1) roll (1)
little 2) yellow 1!d
long (2)
1 o oked (1)
look 2)
lunch (1)
Total of
Times Used
13
28
c
SPECIFIC PARAGRAPH
NUMBER THREE
Testing
r and 1


%v;
She WohbrV or\d Vhe Lion
One mo'A'vv'uj a \je,r
y
hunc r vj h or»
rneV ci ii’H’le b^own ro b t> i V 'o
1~ om all ready ‘Vo eat"
lt^\e. brown rabbit/ send the \
V ou
t
i
T
r~)\
i r
* i C
i On,
am
-6+ US
O Ci /o?O 'SI CC
o
-w
ase j banqrv
head of
\ \ on ie i yoni e QO
the animdf ahoW
Qo + or a
o
i
walk and Mou W i l \
the u t\e brown rabbit 0{ n d
me
t
ithe
)o
hanqry non ’Vook Cl
arumens bowed down wlv?n "Wye
walk A
ittle brown rabbit and the
Came a I
nun a r
i on c ion
Li tie Draw n rob bid; * 5 cu d
3 '
3’ V
rhe
Lor IqV +he
nunqry Lon. You rnusi be head or the:
aruma Is jl wnl ie V you q ° , *
t
So The bunary w 1
u hW brown rabbhf ? qo,
YVY , ^
J
lfx^ ^ i urar \/ \ \
o
v\ ci t b noY
know +haf
^
Vhe ° anivncxU bowed dour
to v'\nm
^
and noV ho hbe LVH.e brown
rabbi V When Ybe LHle brouJr rabbi/
was kv himself1 be Icmqbed and
l auqheck sJ

63
Specific Paragraph #3
Initial Medial Final Total of
Times Used
r rabbit ([9) brown iIs)
ready (!l) hungry i(6) 24
1 laughed (2) along (1) all (2)
let 4) animals (4) little (7) 37
lion (7) will (2)
little 8

SPECIFIC PARAGRAPH
NUMBER ONE
Testing
s, z, j , sh, ch


i
T)noW<m anIV^e
'Jerry and
S’nouhnq* Its
jlid'f
j
urn pe cl up
SnOWiA C
,
Vj| i
f
_
,
Qo OuT 'n *Hv& SnouJ Cusd n\Ck’K (> Oo
, {m an
.
"tf'\Q\l S aid,
f !
'-awj-*ir-7» i
I » S
i
a
Snow -
"4'V\<£
a
cWddfen
m 4'Ue
sTarfe d
so( ’V
-Vo
Snow
m a ke
near
DC
Snowman
4*V\e^ house
V \ r$\ J
--
;
'H
_
ba\U> Qnd puT Oma on TO p of Gno'VhQ^
As rh (xv was dona' Jer v fauvxd somenx 11 *
«se \ on "the Snowman’s nose and made
Kis race I wisf we load Sticks ’(o
enry oncl Judy 0o4 4h r <ee
* ^ iu(.« -j— Lb’n nau o icnS T r
hds, Sa»cl Jeau H\s StsW send, TH
S h o uj v o u i/j k a ire Th&xq. n t o. V \ m a : ' Q U*
y
w \\ere +V\era a f e w o
it
She
showed Oeir/\j 4-wo st \cUs cmd uJcdrched
s ns-
on
him imake +he or ms cmd hand
y./ou\d be 4un 4o have shoes
^Ui S'- ' ou,;m o.( \ Jud
y
oCnd I'Ao’Vhev''
Has some old shoes" Said Jerry So
hhavf Oo\ -the old shoes and ouh
Li ' O | r
* Aem or, Their -TBiooulmart
Soar. Some Tr vends CQTS chore, Uji4K
Vhem sleds Ides The besT
u) e hiOue se®v. c ~\\\Q\i all send
i
naT cn
.
Specific aragraph #1
Initial Medial jj’inal Total of
Times Used
said (6)
seen (l)
sister(l)
so (2)
soft (l)
soon (l)
some (2)
best ( 1
)
first (l)
sister(l)
face (l)
house (l)
ice (l)
its (l)
let’s (1)
sticks ( 2 )
24
she ( 1
)
shoes (3)
show (l)
showed (l)
children (l)
Jerry (6)
Judy ( 3
)
jumped (l)
watched (l)
as (D
friends 1)
hands (2)
has (1)
he ’ s 1)
his 2
nose (1)
shoes (1)
snowman ’
s
(1)
was (1)
wish (l)
12
7
2
10
*'
SPECIFIC PARAGRAPH
NUMBER TWO
Testing
s, z, 41, sh, ch



70
. ' 7">
^W 0 Jr yq \ ^O 'Hie '—O G i
•si/
Jack \S ww S^kaAl skcap do r''*.../>
Wker> Jock '.s' open some^mc
'
v‘
S^
Y\(> Q \uJa V s G ofiS v >
3 i
a c
hev
(3 v'’\G
\
TO
Coat
\A)Q
GQCk^
J act
Ct Q
^
kVi v S lSt€. V" loo 'O
36
Of
Gt t
V\
1
4'OT
no
and placed on a chao-
VJe\re next dear S3e Sa\d
3 \q. ase coated w\ </ c occt , Jock
,
l 4 |
/ |
Sat douJvx On Tn£ CoG
S^stco \jU OO'V nO'AOO \Aj ' \doUA 1
As Vda ' sun went cloion, It \oojcen
Jack, eaiUaa, " Jack Jack;
Jack skewed u-p,
OUT
1
i
T
' \
"
"T””" \
Sooifi mv StS"Ver scud, -i_ wisv\
kad my 'coat Ska vuerA
_
veexr
door do 4ks
|
ckcur a)ke>fG -Has coat
uj as . J u s i’ cj kot d.o you. drunk see: scuJ f
SiVrw\Q waVckr'-
coat So
it QuJQ
Jack was stkm’q ckr^ 'n<2*
kk cdr voo ong u> o u ld ca r * y
[ Y

Specific Paragraph #2
Initial Medial Pinal
#
Total of
Times Used
said (2) just (1)
sat l) next 2)
saw 1 placed 1)
sister
sitting
something
soon
3)
i
a)
sister (1) 15
z always (l)
as ( l)
does (l)
is (2)
please (1)
was ( 2
)
sh she (3)
sheep (l)
showed { 1
)
wish (l)
6
ch chair (l) watching(l) watch (l) 3
j Jack (10) 10
(
SPECIFIC PARAGRAPH
NUMBER THREE
Testing
s, z, i , sh, ch



V (X S
A Horse Tor \vJ o
\ i • C
IJoe hues On a Tonrr Gn d
cW tokens and sWeep.
One day doe scud do Irws ftadner
X w isk X- Wad o Worse.
|
"I is TadWe v scud, doe. yo u S Wot$ \m
e
jusd wWy you need a WonseT'
Soon \+ was WWsgwmo d\v°n<a,
Jde Y W^ Q 0 o i n^
do Gravdd wo t W e rs dor
l A aaks Q\g inQ Tv sno toed an cj Sn ou) e cl
mere was So
Car
Someone c omma vdW o Wov se
"
sWe sou cl
Please led us dake dUe korse'
said Joe.
!
So Joe dock dhe horse and dUc y
-T W
e
at To GVandrnodkers in a bio sled
WidW » We Worse Ccwrytnc dWern
" See,
^
FadKer, we u sedJ a dorse /' Sa t
d
Joe do W i s t adV\e r.
(
.
Joe has kus Worse and wWeu
'mere \s svnguj av\cl vce dWey can
alwqys C\o
v'Auch \ce and Snow
ter could \noT sWi n\S
came aufV.
ft
n
JL see
«
Specific Paragraph #3
Initial Medial Pinal Total of
Times Used
s
z
sh
ch
j
said (5)
see (2)
sister (l)
so (2)
someone! 1)
soon (l)
she (1)
sheep (l)
show (l)
3ister (l) horse (8)
Thanksgiving (2) ice (2)
us (l) 26
used (l) alway s
chickens
grandmother
has
his
is
Joe ’ s
lives
please
( 1 )
U).
8 ( 1 )
( 2 )
(6)
( 1 )
( 1 )
( 1 )
(1)
16
wish (l)
4
chickens (l) much (l) 2
Joe (7)
just (l) 8
>
SPECIFIC PARAGRAPH
NUMBER ONE
Testing
th( voiced), th( voiceless) end wh


t*
\ I.
iw‘
Dick"S
i II
l
*2 It
1 5DwthOQV r asked
Sivlkdcw
you u ke tor y ou r
O.'cks rnelker'
a
J
r would
JL would like Ikree Ikmas ~ Q
.while bool, Q box which Ji+He bkolkem
COulclril GG,\ inlo, Qr\d Q sUd With
I Cmc
S.
SQ i d kick,
q
Ik - ^
ro pe
X dohi Ihmk thaT
could Qe-i- all Ikose -Vhmqs,
, „ 0
molher. "Why do you waTr IH» wh|e boal
^
When ? - ~
"I" alioe
" SQsd
sr
\
'
b>
l"‘J
c
~ cx yf q. o:\ GV GoodfoAv\&rs q \ \
or us could play unlh ( |, /\ ncjIk \reg
.1 . Vn/qv^V a while
Can w v A& Ike
on it .'1
boa
none
l
0
so
i?
Ina|
Ike
we
ooal
where
qys ujere-
Ids n^okker said/’ UJe(( see"
Soon Ir ujos Licks \o iv'Ikday
Wneio he Qol up he io ' ' ‘ 1
Vws cnrlkday Ihinqs alu)
'here was a bia v'ed and while sled
VimTv. a rope, and a biq box which looked
as it Vws ^l.kle br olker couldkl _qel mlo.^
Tanckalher bas SomelkinCv Tor you, Icy
scud Dicks roo\Wv Ue. is keepiuc ' Ike
while bool Tor \jo u *Vo pia
y
uj vHi 4i \ & r q\
"TWcmW you for euery lV\iy\c„ Said tick.
>s a |£“d b'r |l iciqu. ^TVUS IS
7s
»

Specific Paragraph #1
Initial Medial Final Total of
Times Used
th(voiced)
that (2)
the (3)
there
(
2 )
this t 1
)
tho se { 1
brother (2) with (3)
father (l)
grandfather (l)
grand father 1 s ( 1
)
mother (4)
21
th (voiceless)
thank 1(1) birthday (4)
things! 3) every thing! l) 13
think 1 1) something (l)
three 1(2)
what \[D
when I 2)
where 1 1) 12
which 1 2
white ! 8)
why 1(1)

8tt
SPECIFIC PARAGRAPH
NUMBER TWO
Testing
th( voiced), th( vo iceless) and wh
V


Mr WHiYe's 1 V»o.v\ Wsaiymq
K'ly. vVV't\te liwed m a X4\e wMwre house
WiMn b-is 4 !nree decs Me Mad noj" au<2 d
4>f\e\re \ovsq. He did nedr Hnouj 4he people
who Hued near Kim Xf was lhav\^SQ\unoQ
l , . V J ., .]
.1
s' i yy\Q: Qsrsdi metre was no one Ho Halt With
Mn WhMe Heard a noise a4 The door
''Who can 4Ha4 be p " Said MM White
To His Hhvee doqs 'T4 Can nedr
HroHHers.
o
Tor
;
i he \j bo4H
be
, i r-
1 u/a too Tor Quia y
+Honr\ 4*0 Come loerC.
Nr VVhike Heard 4Ue noise
* Who Can 4Had be ^ Ho sad Cuyxuo
Me opened Hhe doer
m \/
v
aaamQ
M4\a Qir H W it'h
iti'\e Cji/a
Q. wHr\e
said
re was a
Caod omd hah on “The
. ,
JV\v WKn & would you and 4ka 4Wee doas
do come
-j-o ouv house "for Thanks-
9 vvfm5
9
^,/<2 4kmW it would be -fun 4b haue
v 1 r*v . iyou
why, fhank youfsond |d » Whife M,
4kmW \4 Would be fun
,
4go/
So Mv Wkfe and bis 4fwee docs
hod 0 Qood To.oQ GdJinc Abler fkdV
Ua \A/h»kr hod people, to Qralk uQh

Specific Paragraph #2
Initial tiedial Pinal Total of
Time Used
th(voiced)
that (2) brother (l) with (3)
the 1)
them (l) 12
they f 1
)
there (3)
th(voiceless)
thank (l)
8
wh white (10)
why { 1
)
11
*<
SPECIFIC PARAGRAPH
NUMBER THREE
th( voiced)
,
Testing
th( voiceless) £ nd wh


•
'
\pe TWee Sv others
W V\ o
a l\
1 do e.d
One® there were AWee oroAhers
ted m a wv,+e T&« V
! 11 -L
'-'£r. mey chi
They a\l \aued
rar.cirA other, Thev cd-. lowedtheir Qv'Q'Acim l y
>,
0
tV\e>r
JQ/and-faA^er. 1W AWee brothers
aWays Tnced to pWy with one another-
\V\©\j o.\w)0 ys scud, '-t\‘^x v22 Vfd'
,
,,
<•
aWcws send .»" Please. The AWee
v\®oer asWed 'wW?; AWy neuey askea
"
(/i Vvj
°''
• fTey aiujqvs Knew uhere their
VVsiroS were
1 Or f their birthdays the
thveS brothers voeuer ate up OtU .
*
c&W TWy neuer chd "AtaxA*
^
AW
y
peuer
ctd thi s "The three brothers ct\u)Qys
dvd suers Abuag rici'-'t l\taui wrax do
you think. ot that
°
*\
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